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Property rights and the Lockean proviso
Free actions, in particular (doubly) free trans-actions, are important transmitters of justice, because they
entitle their actors to a right of non-interference against all others:

By what process could such a transfer among two persons give rise to a legitimate claim of
distributive justice on a portion of what was transferred, by a third party who had no claim of
justice on any holding of the others before the transfer? ( : – )

This is an important strand of classical liberalism in Nozick: what consenting adults do among themselves
is no business to anyone else, unless that other party is disadvantaged by it, where being disadvantaged by
a transaction is understood as having “a claim of justice” on its object. This claim is justified in a footnote
just following the quoted passage:

Might not a transfer have instrumental effects on a third party, changing his feasible options?
(But what if the two parties to the transfer independently had used their holdings in this fash-
ion?) I discuss this question below, but note here that this question concedes the point for
distributions of ultimate intrinsic noninstrumental goods (pure utility experiences, so to speak)
that are transferrable. It also might be objected that the transfer might make a third party
more envious because it worsens his position relative to someone else. I find it in comprehen-
sible how this can be thought to involve a claim of justice. […] ( : , fn.)

The potentially adverse effects of consensual trading on third parties is further illustrated (by analogy) in
the discussion of Lockean original appropriation. The right to such appropriating – making yours what
did not belong to anyone – is one of Locke’s ‘natural’ rights and is claimed only under the proviso that
there be “enough and as good left in common for others”, where this is understood as “left to use”, not as
“left to appropriate” ( : ):

Is the situation of persons who are unable to appropriate (there being no more accessible
and useful unowned objects) worsened by a system allowing appropriation and permanent
property? Here enter the various familiar social considerations favoring private property: it
increases the social product by putting means of production in the hands of those who can
use them most efficiently (profitably); experimentation is encouraged, because with separate
persons controlling resources, there is no one person or small group whom someone with a
new idea must convince to try it out; private property enables people to decide on the pattern
and types of risks they wish to bear, leading to specialized types of risk bearing; private property



protects future persons by leading some to hold back resources from current consumption for
future markets; it provides alternate sources of employment for unpopular persons who don’t
have to convince any one person or small group to hire them, and so on. ( : )

These utilitarian arguments, however, are arguments for the institution of private property as such; they
fall well short, however, as providing even a schema for principles of just original acquisition of holdings,
for such principles have to cover the question to what fruits of one’s labour one is entitled. To how much
is the derivatives trader entitled who ‘earns’ a million in five minutes (and ‘looses’ another one in the next
five minutes)? The reason most people are unable to appropriate in this way is not a scarcity of unowned
objects, but rather the special position the trader occupies within a societal system. To the degree the
position of others is worsened by my original appropriation, I owe them compensation:

A process normally giving rise to a permanent bequeathable property right in a previously
unowned thing will not do so if the position of others no longer at liberty to use the thing is
thereby worsened. ( : )

By unjust appropriation, rights to compensation are created on the behalf of others, but also no property
rights are created:

Once it is known that someone’s ownership runs afoul of the Lockean proviso, there are strin-
gent limits on what he may do with (what it is difficult any longer unreservedly to call) “his
property.” Thus a personmay not appropriate the only water hole in a desert and charge what
he will. Nor may he charge what he will if he possesses one, and unfortunately it happens that
all the water holes in the desert dry up, except for his. This unfortunate circumstance, admit-
tedly no fault of his, brings into operation the Lockean proviso and limits his property rights.
[fn.: “The situation would be different if his water hole didn’t dry up, due to special precau-
tions he took to prevent this. Compare our discussion of the case in the text with Hayek, The
Constitution of Liberty, p. ; and also with Ronald Hamowy, ”Hayek’s Concept of Freedom;
A Critique,” New Individualist Review, April , pp. - .”] ( : )

This takes some unpacking. Nozick follows Hayek in understanding freedom as the absence of coercion,
or rather “that condition of men in which coercion of some by others is reduced as much as is possible
in society” (Hayek : ). The Lockean proviso defines the acceptable minimum of coercion and thus
sets limits to property rights – I only own what I have (what I have originally acquired or what has been
transferred to me from the owner) to the extent that my owning it does not make the situation of others
worse than their baseline situation. This ‘baseline situation’ is set, without much argument, very low, lower
than what others need to survive, and so we can forget about it:

I believe that the free operation of a market system will not actually run afoul of the Lockean
proviso. […] If this is correct, the proviso will not play a very important role in the activities of
protective agencies and will not provide a significant opportunity for future state action. ( :

)

With this, Hayek agrees:

So long as the services of a particular person are not crucial to my existence or the preservation
of what I most value, the conditions he exacts for rendering these services cannot properly be
called “coercion.” […] …unless a monopolist is in a position to withhold an indispensable
supply, he cannot exercise coercion, however unpleasant his demands may be for those who
rely on his services.(Hayek : )



The first sentence of the footnote may indicate that Nozick thinks (with Hamowy) that Hayek goes too far:
that the owner of the only water, if he is responsible for its being available at all, may refuse to sell it at any
prize and let all others die. Here, the ‘baseline’ would be that without the owner’s actions, the others would
die anyway. Again, we have an important, morally and politically crucial asymmetry between action and
omission, loss and forsaken gains. I am not entitled to take away from others what they need to live, but
under no obligation to give them what they need or want.

The unimportance of the Lockean proviso explains, to some extent at least, why Nozick thinks that any
deviation from the entitlement principles will violate some rights:

Since deviation from the first two principles of justice (in acquisition and transfer) will involve
other persons’ direct and aggressive intervention to violate rights, and since moral constraints
will not exclude defensive or retributive action in such cases, the entitlement theorist’s problem
[with rectification actions that violate moral constraints] rarely will be pressing. ( : )

The implicit assumption here is that if I take more than I am entitled to (and thus violate the principles of
justice in the acquisition of holdings) then this is because I am taking it from someone who is entitled to it
– this person will then have a rectification right against and I may justly be punished.

Self-ownership and Autonomy
That the state, or anyone else, has no right to intervene in what people freely do is a consequence, for
Nozick, of the fact that people own themselves and are entitled to owning themselves. They own their
time in the same way they own their holdings and their earnings. This is why “[t]axation of earnings from
labor is on a par with forced labor” ( : ). Stealing one’s time is equivalent to stealing what one could
earn during this time:

…if it would be illegitimate for a tax system to seize some of a man’s leisure (forced labor) for
the purpose of serving the needy, how can it be legitimate for a tax system to seize some of a
man’s goods for that purpose? Why should we treat the man whose happiness requires certain
material goods or services differently from the man whose preferences and desires make such
goods unnecessary for his happiness? Why should the man who prefers seeing a movie (and
who has to earn money for a ticket) be open to the required call to aid the needy, while the
person who prefers looking at a sunset (and hence need earn no extra money) is not? Indeed,
isn’t it surprising that redistributionists choose to ignore the man whose pleasures are so easily
attainable without extra labor, while adding yet an other burden to the poor unfortunate who
must work for his pleasures? If anything, one would have expected the reverse. ( : )

Surely, this claim has to be qualified: taxing someone on what she has earned is a historical principle,
taking into account the contingencies of the actual world; but how could we tax someone on what she
could have earned? how realistic has this estimate to be and how far back could such a claim reach? do we
indebt ourselves by not working as long as we possible could, or even by not earning as much as we could,
in principle, in practice, if we were lucky?

The equivalence between the way you own your time and the way you own your earnings is central to
Nozick’s claim that redistributive claims treat people as means, not as ends:

Seizing the results of someone’s labor is equivalent to seizing hours from him and directing
him to carry on various activities. If people force you to do certain work, or unrewarded work,
for a certain period of time, they decide what you are to do and what purposes your work is to



serve apart from your decisions. This process whereby they take this decision from you makes
them a part-owner of you; it gives them a property right in you. ( : )

Again, however, the details are murky: the claimed “equivalence” is not easily cashed out. To the seizing of
what is my own hour of forced labour equivalent? To what I would have earned in an hour in my normal
job, or what I could have earned during this time in another job, or if I would have been lucky (I could
be a professional gambler) or to what I in fact lost during my hour of stock-market investment? If I am a
bad trader and regularly loosing money (my own and my clients’), should I pay others to force me to shovel
away snow?

The Definition of a State
Nozick, as we have seen, construes the state minimally as an institution which has a monopoly on the use
of force among a certain group of people and over a certain territory. This is a ‘classical’ conception of the
state, and can be found for example in Max Weber. How realistic is it?

• “Use of force” has to be qualified in important ways. “Unauthorized” has to be added (to cover the
actions of the state agents), but then it is still too broad. Self-defense and other justifiable crimes
have to be excluded, as have acts outside the jurisdiction of the state. This category, however, is itself
legally defined, that is circumscribable only with reference to the legal system enacted and enforced
by a given state – the characterisation is in danger of becoming circular.

• “Has a monopoly”: this too has to be qualified. As Nozick notes ( : ), it is not necessary for
a state to have, de facto, such a monopoly (as illegal armed groups may operate within it), nor is it
sufficient to be a state just to claim such a monopoly (anyone can do that). Perhaps “claims and is
entitled to do so” will do – but this depends on what a state (if there is such a thing) has or has not a
right to do.

• “Territory”: probably out-dated. It is true, of course, that historically most if not all states controlled
a certain territory. What territory it controls at a certain time, however, can hardly be definitional of
any state: states expand and shrink, and they claim territorial rights of many degrees and varieties
(‘exclusive fishing zones’, mining rights, fly-over rights). When they do so, they do so gradually by
gaining or losing ‘control’, which again is a gradual and vague notion. States may sell, and let people
sell, assets, including territory: embassies are often extra-territorial – why could not a state sell all
its land and then rent it back from the buyers? States often do not themselves own ‘their’ land,
their citizens do; historically, most have some kind of right to expropriation, but this hardly seems
necessary: why could not a state own no land itself, and have no right to expropriation whatsoever?

Is this relevant? If we cannot say what a state is without already talking of a legal system, then states, even
though they may ‘arise out’ of the actions of individuals, are something over and above their citizens. They
are perhaps relatively ‘thin’ entities, i.e. not much more than the aggregate of their citizens, as may be the
case of some dominant protection agency exercising a monopoly on the use of force on a well-defined
territory.

The Inescapability of the State
In contract-theories, we aim to justify / explain / understand the state by explaining its construction (or
its hypothetical constructability) out of advantage (Nozick) or out of necessity (Rawls). The state, however,
does not need to be constructed, it is already there.

Aware of this, contract-theorists often talk as if simply staying within a state, or continuing to be a member /
citizen of it is, or at may be construed as, a choice.



Here is what Nozick says about the lexicographical priority of rights:

Note that we do not hold the nonviolation of our rights as our sole greatest good or even
rank it first lexicographically to exclude trade-offs, if there is some desirable society we would
choose to inhabit even though in it some rights of ours sometimes are violated, rather than
move to a desert is land where we could survive alone. ( : )

This is deeply, and multiply wrong.

The issue of inescapability becomes particularly pressing with respect to the flip-side of Nozick’s claim that
no obligation accrue to you as a member of any state or group, i.e. that no permissions are created either.

The [wrongful] attacker should not be attacking in the first place, nor does someone else’s
threatening him with death unless he does attack make it permissible for him to do so. His
job is to get out of that situation; if he fails to do so he is at a moral disadvantage. Soldiers who
know their country is waging an aggressive war and who are manning anti aircraft guns in
defense of a military emplacement may not in self-defense fire upon the planes of the attacked
nation which is acting in self-defense, even though the planes are over their heads and are
about to bomb them. It is a soldier’s responsibility to determine if his side’s cause is just; if he
finds the issue tangled, unclear, or confusing, he may not shift the responsibility to his leaders,
who will certainly tell him their cause is just. ( : )

He adds in a footnote to this paragraph:

The considerations of this paragraph, though I find them powerful, do not completely re-
move my uneasiness about the position argued in the text. The reader who wishes to claim,
against this book, that special moral principles emerge with regard to the state might find this
issue a fruitful one to press. Though if I do make a mistake here, it may be one concerning
responsibility rather than concerning the state. ( : fn. , )

Reductionism about Moral Properties of Groups
Justice, for Rawls, is a virtue of institutions, while it is a virtue of individual actions for Nozick.

While at least for the Rawls of , the theory of justice is part of (and model for) a more general theory of
rights, for Nozick it is moral philosophy that constrains political philosophy:

Moral philosophy sets the background for, and boundaries of, political philosophy. What
persons may and may not do to one another limits what they may do through the apparatus
of a state, or do to establish such an apparatus. The moral prohibitions it is permissible to
enforce are the source of whatever legitimacy the state’s fundamental coercive power has. ( :
)

Against the Entitlement Theory
We have seen that Nozick’s own theory and his criticism of end-state theories rest on two apparently plau-
sible claims:

making You are entitled to what you make out of things you are entitled to (and entitled to use in this
way).



giving Anyone is entitled to what of the things you are entitled to you freely give to them.

How plausible are these principles? How do they have to be cashed out to be acceptable in full generality?

One requirement of the first principle is that what you make is a thing, something one can be entitled to,
i.e. legitimately own. Some of the things you make are not of this kind: if you ‘make’ a hole in the Ozone
layer, a forrest fire, a pollution of a river, or a beautiful scenery, you may be said to be responsible for
the consequences of your actions, but these consequences are temporally and spatially bounded and not
‘owable’ in the paradigmatic sense of the word.

The same restrictions seem to apply to the second principle: not everything ownable is givable, and not
everything givable is ownable. Another, epistemic, restriction is probably needed for “freely”: free giving
in this sense requires some knowledge, or at least in-principle access to relevant information, about what
you give, and possible uses the other could make of what you give.
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